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Dear Jim, 

I think we are all in ebt to you ane Don for arguing and arguing  persuasively and 

succesnfelly to filo the Ropey Brief. By and large it is an excellent job. The only 

aomeent I have not *late to court argument, not criticism. SOW are intended for your 

consideration in other such paper. One is the sequence of arguments. I thine that arguing 

first that scientific test and this scientific test in particular and any work done for 

tee President or the Com-Iasi= does not qualify for the exemption should have come earlier, 

possibly eiret, to avoid what a hasty reading can eueeest, that there is teolt conoessioa 

that it can be. In court, I think thie should be the beginning, and that hoover should 

be wee-bed more fully, for is the quote I gave Bud he is specifioin saying much more thee 

this, that the FBI had no jurisdiction at all. 

On page 2, #2r and IX, you should be prepared (and it would haveebeen better to have 

included here) !hr the laneuage of the guidelines, secret processes. his also involves 

no secret process. 

An you realise, much of this is not new to me and is in the iambs I prepared. That 

may be true of what I say here. But if I am repetitious, it is becaunell think we ought 
be better prepared to argue. 

On p.4, at the end of the genntieweet's arguments vote, this is a correct statement. 

but a deliberately deceptive one, and the words let out are what is tbekey. It is 

"beyond question" that the sceptre is part of the Vials inveatientione But that 

investigator:ens a) for the President and b) for the Commission neither, as you any 

elsewhere, having alweenforoement purposes or authority. I think the emphasis on the 

deceptions by the epevernteent, especially in today's context, flambe important. 

6, pemult bine, I think there should be a distinction prepared to face and argue, 

that of genuine =real Ise-enforeement purposes, not thole contrived (Rey conspiracy 

indictment as an example) or invented, as in this case. I think we will be stronger if we 

appear not to claim that all PEI investigatory reports ought be available. It is in thU 

part that I thine the above adenewuthee because of sequenoe night follow overebay:ty reading. 

But in this comection, you light also want to bear en eine that the Department has 
identified informants(we will not do it in piblic for them although they applied no 

restrictions) no even their argument on informants is not consistent. 

10, middle and 12, III: What Curry published was also published by the Commission. 

This is a paragriese, and that in itsalftoueht make Amerioan Hail more operative. 

11 Why did you omit Wellford? 

IV. and conclusion: another alternative is that the spectrographic analyses exculpate 
Oswald, and I would not be reluctant to include this third considerate= in court. I 
believe this is the eelie reason they are uithhol4. 

17. Bellagher was the spectrogrepher in this case, even if bp was asked no questions 

about it. That ie in Fraimixes testimony. 

10, top liee, not "of" but on or add"in paraphrase". They , that is the court, 

may say that if Curry published it we ought be satisfied to quote him. Top of 19, I 

think it would have helped and you should be ready to point out in court that the spectres • 

are done by FBI exerts in FBILebs, by them alone, there alone, period. 



This is much too understated. This Williams affidavit is a deliberat fraud upon the 
court*  by Williams*  who has to know better*  and by the Lager*  who had to know better. 
I think that in court tie poilit above all must be made 4th vigor. It will take an 
exceptinally corrupt judge to sit still for this gross and deliberate misrepresentation 
of what a spectrographic anaiyeis is. It meat be in every agent's training* It is in the 
average scientific dictionary* perhps the unabridged. I think that eroperlyuced this alone 
ought be enough to swing a bad court, for this is a serioue transgression. 

21 On tca Coalssion's examination of the FBI evidence, this meant tA) things: the . 
evidence developed by the FBI after Presidential order and thatoveloped as the major 
investigative arm of the Commission. For court I think' this should be made Clear, for 
a judge looking for an out could thiainterpret this language as quoted. Here again I 
would cue that part of Hoover's testimony of which I owe Bud a photocopy*  I think it is 
5898.e. where he explains with are that he had no authority to do anything at all until 
the President made 'Jr) his limited authority to report to the President. pro the papers 
of that period might be helpful to have*  for they make it clear, preeCameisaion, that what 
Hoover told the Commission is precisely accurate. I think it is nice to have Hoover aggu*ng 
against 400ver. 

23. This quotation from the Wouse ,Report reminds me that it goes into the disposition 
of averment to misrepresent to withhold and supprews about three times in that "national 
interest" Jess*: which could*  in,this context, be effective.. 

25. It is much more, as I somewhere mgdained*  I think in the draft of the 
Complaint*  thee that the Coemisedon used t-e spectres. They are basic to the conclusions 
of to Cenvienion 	conclusion, and thgy are not in the Corelesion's Mee. Let the 
government argue thu the Commission didn t want theed, Here again also the possibility 
I believe to be the certainty, that the electron will establish Oswald's ineocenoe. But 
I would argue that since they are not investigative reports for law enforcement, since the 
piooens is not secret, since they axe required to be available under the law* even if 
none of this were true*  why should the government be ao anxiouo to suppress what would 
prove Oswald the lone assiteallt if these spectros are actually consistent with the 
FBI's representation of them in paraphrase? And r tWir the point at the end of the first 
poem& /shoed again come from  b  Oover'a testimonYe the Governnumbla have  no  law 
enforcement purpose. No federal crime .was involved. 

Can there baa better expert on this than Howe 


